
Sangawa Project 2016 Panel Resources  

 Diamonds in the Rough: Videogame Edition 
 (see presentation listed on blog for list of games) 

 Sengoku Era Figures & Their Media Portrayals 

 Historical figures (linked Wikipedia articles for figures to give you a starting point 

but not to be used as the sole resource when looking into these historical figures) 
o Date Masamune 

 Katakura Kojuro 

o Oda Nobunaga 

o Hideyoshi Toyotmi 

o Ieyasu Tokugawa 

o Yukimura Sanada 

o Mitsuhide Akechi 

 Tenkai 

o Tadakatsu Honda 

o Mitsunari Ishida 

 *Yoshitsugu Otani 

o Tokugawa Hidetada 

o Mori Motonari 

o Motochika Chosokabe 

o Hattori Hanzo 

o Fuma Kotaro 

o Mushashi Miyamoto 

o Oichi 

 Other Resources 

o http://wiki.samurai-archives.com/  

o Hattori Hanzon specifically  

 Oichi 

o In the summer of 1570, Nagamasa betrayed his alliance with Nobunaga 

and went to war with him on behalf of the Asakura family. A story relates 

that Oichi sent her brother a ”charm” that was, in actuality, a warning that 

he was about to be attacked from both front and rear by the Asakura and 

Azai clans. B/c of this, he retreated from his brother-in-law's assault in time. 

o Fighting continued for 3 years until the Asakura and other anti-Oda forces 

were destroyed/weakened. Oichi remained with her husband 

at Odani Castle throughout the conflict, even after Toyotomi Hideyoshi, a 
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trusted vassal of Nobunaga at the time, began laying siege to the castle. 

When Odani was surrounded, Nobunaga requested that his sister be 

returned to him before the final attack. Nagamasa agreed, sending out 

Oichi and her three daughters. Nagamasa had no hope of winning, and 

chose to commit seppuku. 

 Hideyoshi 

o Upon taking control, Hideyoshi decreed that all peasants be disarmed 

completely. Conversely, he required samurai to leave the land and take up 

residence in the castle towns. This solidified the social class system for the 

next 300 years. 

o Furthermore, he ordered comprehensive surveys and a complete 

census of Japan. Once this was done and all citizens were registered, he 

required all Japanese to stay in their respective han(fiefs) unless they 

obtained official permission to go elsewhere. This ensured order in a period 

when bandits still roamed the countryside and peace was still new. The 

land surveys formed the basis for systematic taxation. 

 Tokugawa Hidetada 

o The 2nd shogun of the Tokugawa dynasty, who ruled from 1605 until his 

abdication in 1623. He was the third son of Tokugawa Ieyasu, the first 

shogun of the Tokugawa shogunate 

o In 1595, Hidetada married Oeyo of the Oda clan and they had two 

sons, Tokugawa Iemitsu and Tokugawa Tadanaga.[1] They also had two 

daughters, one of whom, Sen hime, married twice. The other 

daughter, Kazuko hime, married Emperor Go-Mizunoo (of descent from 

the Fujiwara clan) 

o After Ieyasu's death in 1616,[4] Hidetada took control of the bakufu. He 

strengthened the Tokugawa hold on power by improving relations with the 

Imperial court. To this end he married his daughter Kazuko to Emperor Go-

Mizunoo.[4] The product of that marriage, a girl, eventually succeeded to 

the throne of Japan to become Empress Meishō. The city of Edo was also 

heavily developed under his reign 

o In 1600 Hidetada led 16,000 of his father's men in a campaign to contain 

the Western-aligned Uesugi clan in Shinano. Ieyasu then ordered Hidetada 

to march his troops to Sekigahara in anticipation of the decisive battle 

against the Western faction. But the Sanada Clan managed to tie 
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Hidetada's forces down, meaning that he arrived too late to assist in his 

father's narrow but decisive victory. Hidetada and Ieyasu's relationship 

never recovered. 

 Yurei, Yokai, & School Girl 
 (Notes listed on blog) 

 Guropoid: Recounting Grotesque & WTF? Vocaloid Videos 
 Videos & relating info. in order played… 

 Coin Locker Baby 

 Hatsune 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dldmiA5BPzA&list=PLVb

YNmxhuRFvpmlTKTErtwdRpSCb3YWIz&index=97 

 Reprint from Nico Nico 

Douga: http://www.nicovideo.jp/watch/sm21559518 

 Poster Girl’s Prank 

 Hatsune, Rin, Gumi 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFnhclbCA1w&list=PLBsc

RkB2EIW0caWii0SHq4wiPbHF2jJqB&index=7 

  
 Fear Garden 

 Rin 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVFfeTIWWco&index=41

&list=PLTqhGITpJIJpci-G21B27CPABkTw2o4Gm  

 Encoding: lxw 

Romaji: lxw 

Translation: RENA 

http://takeit-home.livejournal.com/67... 

Video download: http://www.mediafire.com/?3mjmcvywnzj 

 An Earnest Unrequited Love, Wanting to Make it Bear a Little 

Happiness 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JV-

494kWBhw&list=PLTqhGITpJIJpci-

G21B27CPABkTw2o4Gm&index=14 

 ［Illustration］wogura HP：http://wogura.com/ twitter

：@wogura 
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［Lyric］鳥居羊 twitter：@tory_hitsuji 

［Music］うたたP mylist/3321393 twitter：@tKomine 

 Gigantic OTN 

 Len 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zcVG4VleqEs&index=72&

list=PLTqhGITpJIJpci-G21B27CPABkTw2o4Gm 

 Original Video: http://www.nicovideo.jp/watch/sm19532707 

 Party Junkie 

 Hatsune 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8GW1W9tttU8 

  
 Soap Lagoon 

 Megumi, Hatsune 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ziWV1UrFqc 

  
 The Madness of Duke Venomania 

 Gakupo, Luka, Miku, Megumi, Kaito, Rin 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CsIOkbxTA9M  

 Mothy 

 Rotten Girl, Grotesque Romance 

 Hatsune 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftX15vsv5Xg&index=42&li

st=PLTqhGITpJIJpci-G21B27CPABkTw2o4Gm 

 Nico Reprint of: http://www.nicovideo.jp/watch/sm12466062 

 The Spider & the Kitsune-like Lion 

 Hatsune, Gumi 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLwYwWlFaVA 
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 Doemu 

 Hatsune 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pAm0muLm5mY 

  
 Onii Yuukai 

 Kaito, Luka, Rin, & Hatsune 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tOwg6CPrHg&list=PLT

qhGITpJIJpci-G21B27CPABkTw2o4Gm&index=2  

 Made by Chanagi-P & Maroyan (Painter) 
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